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G

Introduction

Living Well Beyond Breast Cancer

L ife has thrown you a curve: breast cancer. What do you do with that
hit? There is only one you—you are unique, after all—and you

have worked so hard to protect your life from the threats and challenges
of this disease: subjecting yourself to all manner of tests, procedures,
surgery, chemo, radiation, and hormonal therapy, as well as countless
medications and then remedies to deal with side effects. You may not
have known what was up, down, or coming round the next corner. But
here you are: done! It’s now time to find your path through recovery
to living well beyond breast cancer with the best information, solid
guidance, new hope, and determination.

Remember, the purpose of all that treatment, all your work, was to
give you back your life: joy, fun, comfort, meaning, pleasure, security.
And the main reason for writing this book is to help you reclaim,
rebuild, and reenergize your life, understanding that you are not alone,
as you may have feared.

For sure, you are not alone. In the eleven years since the original
publication of this book, the amount of medical information about
breast cancer has more than doubled. Almost three million more
Americans have joined the ranks of the three million already diagnosed
with the disease—and major medical advances have given more and
more of these people the chance to live well beyond breast cancer.

To make the most of the latest and greatest, you need to be in the
know, informed by your link to medical care—your primary care
physician. Easier said than done when the average length of a doctor
visit has shrunk to seven minutes! So what do you do? Turn to resources
available in print, online, wherever.
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I wrote this book—together with my mother, Ellen Weiss, a writer
and breast cancer survivor—to give you the best medical information
and guidance to help you live as long as possible with the best quality of
life, and to reassure you that you are not alone. Each page will help you
understand the challenges in your path and provide you with many
ready-to-use practical solutions to speed your total recovery and reclaim
your life.

As a physician specializing in breast cancer for over twenty years,
I have had the honor of taking care of thousands of women and men,
and their families, facing breast cancer. It wasn’t long after I started
practicing that I understood the high level of distress that my patients
endured on completion of initial treatment. Rather than feeling
thrilled to have the breast cancer experience behind them, they were
uneasy, often anxious: What do I do now? Am I really cured? Is it safe for me
to get pregnant? Can I take hormones? How do I get rid of extra weight? How do
I manage the lingering side effects of treatment? How do I extinguish those
horrible hot flashes? How can I stay asleep through the night? What should I tell
the man I’ve just met? How do I deal with the fear of recurrence? What should
I be eating, taking, and doing to reduce the risk of recurrence? Does my diagnosis
put my daughter at risk? My patients desperately wanted an intelligent, in-
depth, reliable response to their questions as they moved from “I have
breast cancer” ahead to “I am leading a normal life.”

To provide the best answers to my patients and to countless others
beyond the scope of my practice, I started the program Life After Breast
Cancer at the University of Pennsylvania twenty-one years ago, then a
year later the nonprofit organization Living Beyond Breast Cancer.
Both are still thriving today. But to provide a 24/7 resource for medical
information for people worldwide, we needed something more. So in
1999, I started the nonprofit organization Breastcancer.org and have
worked tirelessly at making it the number one resource in the world for
breast health and breast cancer information and the most visited online
community for the exchange of personal experience and expertise.
I am immensely proud of these absolutely indispensable organizations
and all of the wonderful, talented, and dedicated people who run them.
Nonetheless, I am most aware of the power and comfort that only comes
from a book you can hold in your hand, in the intimacy of time and
place.

xii • Introduction
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To provide you with your personal, private, and convenient resource
on survivorship, we wrote the first edition of this book, Living Beyond
Breast Cancer, in 1997. We have been deeply gratified by the many letters
and emails we’ve received telling us how helpful, of the moment, our
book has been. And we’ve been inspired by the demands for a second
edition. Thus, we are extremely proud to present our newly titled, fully
updated book: Living Well Beyond Breast Cancer—our way to help give you
countless new opportunities for living a life of health and happiness.

Introduction • xiii
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G P A R T  O N E

Treatment Over,

On with Your Life
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G C H A P T E R  O N E

Over, Not Over

I never forget. Cancer has become part of my consciousness, part of

my society. With every cancer death, my heart turns over. I’m always

amazed at how other people take their lives for granted, as if they’ll

live forever.

I became assertive, someone I’d never been. I had a new voice. I said

whatever I felt, like a cranky old lady. I knew nobody would stop me.

I took my husband to an auction, my first post-treatment outing;

I bought a few things, and he asked, “What are you going to do with

this junk?” I exploded—I just couldn’t help myself: “You should be

thanking God I’m interested in something again!”

Right after treatment I felt very old, and lost, like I was looking into

my grave. I got help, and it took a while, but I came around to feeling

reborn, reinvented.

G First Things First

I t’s over. Treatment, that is. You’ve survived the initial ordeal. Now
what? No one hands you an instruction manual as you go from under

treatment to beyond treatment. From Geralyn Lucas’ book Why I Wore
Lipstick:

I make a list of everything I want to do. Should I quit my job,

leave my husband, travel the world? I decide that maybe the

most courageous thing I can do is to try to return to my regular
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life, with the knowledge that there is nothing regular about it.

Since everything has changed, how could we remain the same?

Maybe it’s been two weeks, maybe two years, maybe twenty. But no mat-
ter how little or how much time has passed, the breast cancer experience
is never completely over. Active issues, leftover concerns, and reminders
can dog you every day or pop up just once in a while.

When it’s all over, just when you think you should be celebrating
this huge accomplishment, you may feel worse than you did during
treatment. How confusing and disorienting. It starts to make sense
when you realize that all parts of your life have been touched by the
breast cancer experience. It may have taken over your life: bills, taxes,
job, vacation, housework, and even children were put on hold.

Now, with the end of treatment, you have to adjust back to normal.
But is that really possible? The fact is, life changes after breast cancer
treatment. Normal will never look and feel exactly the same. The only
thing you can do is to go forward with the rest of your life, one step at a
time. You have to find and create your new normal. Many of you speak
of how changed you are, almost renewed. This is my hope for each of
you as you read my book: a chance to renew your life, one that brings
you comfort, meaning, joy, fun, and hope.

Throughout this book, I will help you understand the challenges
and identify the solutions to help you live well beyond breast cancer.
We’ll start by looking at the issues you’ll begin facing immediately after
treatment.

G Challenges

You can cope with this new life. Countless women have done it and
are doing it. When you feel as wobbly inside as a new toddler or as

stiff and creaky as a little old lady, draw strength from these other sur-
vivors. They understand that your cheery front is covering up the vul-
nerable, exhausted you. And unlike many others, they appreciate this
new you. In time, you will, too.

When chemo is all over, the supportive care is over, too. You’re worn
down by the accumulated side effects of all your treatments with nearly

4 • Living Well Beyond Breast Cancer
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no pick-me-ups. That’s when many of my patients tell me they barely
feel as if they’re among the living.

Separation Anxiety

After months or more of concentrated attention on you, your illness,
and your therapy, you come to that moment when the days mapped out
for you by hour and procedure come to an end. Many of my patients felt
thrown into an emotional limbo: “ ‘Come back in three months,’ the
doctor said. I felt like I was dumped, and I was so frightened,” Janet
recalled.

Your health care team provided emotional support you may not have
fully appreciated when so many things were happening to you at once—
and at the end of your whirlwind treatment experience, you suddenly
miss it. “I felt more scared after treatment was over than I did before it
started,” said Gena. “During treatment I had peace.” The scheduled rou-
tine and plan of attack were very comforting, and now they’re gone.
“When treatment ended, I didn’t know what to do with myself,” Christy
recalled.

With the end of treatment, your family and friends generally con-
clude the disease is beaten and done with. There’s usually a shower of
congratulations and celebrations. But you don’t feel like yourself.
You’re still feeling disoriented and conflicted: profound relief and
exhilaration mixed with uncertainty and forced enthusiasm. “I dreaded
going to my own end-of-treatment party,” one woman said. You’re
expected to feel great and back to normal and ready to get on with your
life, but instead you feel lost. Separation anxiety takes on new meaning.

Lingering Concerns

As you move forward, a string of troubling questions can pollute your
peace of mind:

• What do I do now?
• Where’s my support?
• Can I really get along without my doctors and nurses?
• When do I get to see my doctor again?

Over, Not Over • 5
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• Now that I don’t see my doctors every day or every week, how do
I get all my questions answered?

• What about that new treatment that I just heard about on TV—
does it apply to me?

Flooded with these kinds of questions, you can feel fearful and
 insecure—making you wonder: Can I ever handle my life on my own again?

Cancer Worry

Even if you’ve been discharged by your doctors, there’s likely still that
cancer worry in a corner of your mind: “Every time something hurts or
I get sick, I think the cancer has come back.”

You may also fear that the cancer might grow back because you are
no longer doing anything active to keep it away. Annamarie’s coping
mechanism was ceaseless activity: “I got depressed . . . cancer was still on
my mind twenty-four hours a day. I started looking for things I could do,
things I still had to decide about, like diet, exercise, tamoxifen, anything
I could possibly do to avoid recurrence.” You may also worry whether
the treatment really worked, whether you’re fit to be discharged.

Cancer worry is something you must learn to manage and live with.
“Like a whale that moves into your living room” is how one patient
described her lingering fears of breast cancer. “Over time, the whale
gets smaller, but it never quite goes away completely. A tenant you can’t
get rid of. Maybe it gets down to the size of a magazine rack. Once in a
while you bump into it, and sometimes it swells up into your face again,
like when you have a mammogram and they call you back for extra
views.”

Cancer worry dogs most of the people I take care of—a little or a
lot. They carry it with them indefinitely, even as year after year proves
them disease-free. Over time, the burden gradually gets processed,
loosens its grip, and gets put in its place.

Denial

Quite a number of people shut the door after treatment, saying cancer
is over and done with. That may be the only way for them to deal with

6 • Living Well Beyond Breast Cancer
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what’s happened. Five, ten, or more years may pass without processing
that cancer experience, leaving important issues unresolved and the
accompanying fear and anxiety buried deep. They may go on to other
things without any difficulty, living their lives without active fear.

Then along the way, something may happen that sets things off:

• A suspicious mammogram
• A bout of arm edema
• Heavy media coverage during Breast Cancer Awareness Month
• A close friend or family member diagnosed with breast cancer
• A daughter reaches her mother’s age at diagnosis.
• The recurrence of, or a new, cancer

These events jolt them from the wall of denial where they’d previ-
ously sought refuge and into a harsh new reality where buried emotions
may erupt with destructive force.

Low Energy Versus High Expectations

You’re likely to be bombarded by heavy expectations upon the end of
treatment—from yourself and others. Everything you put off till you got
your strength back is waiting for you, but you’re still dogged by fear and
fatigue. You just can’t handle it!

The uncertainty of the past, present, and future is still with you,
overwhelming and exhausting you. “Not knowing what will be is worse
than knowing the worst. It was a living hell.” The hardest thing to deal
with is this uncertainty—it can consume all your energy.

Even high-energy women are laid low. “I gave up on my superwoman
image. It was costing me too much.” Some of these formerly high-
 powered women feel discouraged, useless, and unable to accomplish
anything important. “It takes all day to do one thing!” You may be able to
do little more than finish up treatment and begin the recovery process.

So there you are, projects waiting, not knowing where to start, still
exhausted. And there’s your family, waiting for you to take over again,
looking for the attention they’ve been missing all this time. Christy
recalled, “I had to act like I could just flip a switch and not be a cancer
patient—as if it were possible.”

Over, Not Over • 7
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Family members and close friends can only meet some of your
needs some of the time. By the time treatment is over, their energy,
goodwill, and empathy may bottom out. For Donna’s husband, the issue
was simple: “I don’t want to hear about your illness anymore. Put it away.
It’s done.” “If there are no ‘support receptors’ in your family, you may
not be able to put them there,” commented Molly. Support can be as
much a part of your cure as anything else; unfortunately, you may need
it most when you find it dwindling.

Depression

Is it any wonder that many people become depressed after their main
treatment is over? You are most vulnerable to depression at the time
of diagnosis and again when your treatment is completed. “I thought I
was dealing with everything just fine, but I wasn’t. I couldn’t. Everything
fell in on me. I became clinically depressed shortly after the end of my
chemotherapy.”

While depression upon diagnosis seems obvious, experiencing
depression at the end of treatment is unexpected and counterintuitive.
But it’s pretty common to be overwhelmed with feelings of helplessness
that can peak after treatment is over. It’s normal to find yourself angry,
sad, and depressed in this period of transition.

There is some good news to help move you through this funk.
Time alone solves some things, and there may be some calm after
the storm. But you can’t just kick back, expecting, waiting, and hoping
for things to get better on their own. Don’t neglect troubling symptoms.
Now is the time to take care of your whole self. With this book and through
Breastcancer.org, we’ll help you find and create small and big opportu-
nities for recovery and renewal.

Telling

Disclosing your breast cancer experience can be hard or easy. Sometimes
it just happens. “I didn’t want to talk about it, and then this woman I’d just
met at a party mentioned her work with breast cancer survivors, and
I found myself telling her things I’d never told anyone, years and years
after I’d been through with it. Maybe I was just waiting for the right

8 • Living Well Beyond Breast Cancer
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moment, or the right person.” Molly was a well-balanced, self-assured
woman who surprised herself with the release of this flood of suppressed
feelings.

For Sylvie, telling everyone she had breast cancer felt like a respon-
sibility. “I don’t think it’s good for anybody to be quiet about this dis-
ease. Not if we want to find a cure, find the money for research, get
women active in the cause.” Lily came from a prominent business family
in a major city, and telling her story brought her into the public eye on
TV and in the newspapers. “I was deluged. All kinds of organizations
asked me to speak to their members, and I did. I believe a lot of women
went and got mammograms because of my story, as they did with Betty
Ford, Happy Rockefeller, and Nancy Reagan.”

Some of the women I’ve worked with are so self-conscious about their
illness, they feel almost as though they’re wearing a sign and they need to
explain: “I stood there in the supermarket, telling this sympathetic check-
out clerk my entire history.” Others, however, mull over whether or not to
share this painful experience with their closest friends. And how do you
tell a new boyfriend or lover? (See Chapter 19, on intimacy.)

Others, like Gena, prefer to stay quiet. “I decided not to tell my
friends—and my doctor told me not to. This was many years ago. I was
very young. I didn’t want people clucking over me, feeling sorry for me,
being nice to me just because I’d had breast cancer. I kept my mouth
shut for twenty years. It was a different time.” Betsy would have agreed
with Gena. “People ask me, ‘How are you?’ with this woeful eye. Like
I’m so brave but really dying. Or they say, ‘How good you look!’ with real
surprise, as though I should look half dead. Or I do look half dead and
they lie through their teeth and say, ‘How great you look!’ Who needs
all that?” No one really likes a pity party.

Of one thing most of you are sure: you don’t want friends telling
you sad tales. Annamarie would stop people midbreath and say: “I only
listen to stories with happy endings.” How can reasonable people be so
thoughtless with misplaced reassurance? Maybe they think they must say
something but don’t quite know what or how. Or maybe they’re express-
ing their own fears. Whatever the reason, these stories about sickness and
death that others may want to unload can hurt. Stop them the moment
you sense what’s coming. Use Annamarie’s “happy endings” line. There
are plenty of stories with good outcomes for you to hear.

Over, Not Over • 9
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Telling may help others deal with your situation but may do little to
help you. You’re the one who can end up giving support, often getting the
energy sucked out of you to help someone else. Still, most women do tell
their friends and co-workers. “I don’t like to be with people who don’t
know,” said Florrie. “It makes it so much easier at work. And everyone is so
supportive and kind, in many loving ways. Maybe I talk about it too
much.” Ginnie told her friends but she felt she had to hide it at work
because she was worried about keeping her job and her health insurance.

G Solutions

M any of you come away from the breast cancer experience with a
clearer view of what matters most in life. Cancer has changed

your life. And maybe not surprising to you, but surely surprising to peo-
ple who’ve never had cancer, is the repeated comment “My life is so
much better now,” or “We’re a much closer family now than we ever
were before.” That does not include, however, the individuals and fami-
lies that come apart, unable to manage this crisis. Between these
extremes are the people who chug along much like everybody else, deal-
ing with everyday issues and keeping their past health problems on a
short leash.

The New You

“I’ve chucked so much garbage.” “I don’t suffer fools.” “I take risks I
never did before.” “I take better care of myself.” “I’m more assertive.” “I
don’t worry about unimportant details.” “I won’t let people take advan-
tage of me.” “I’m able to make changes I always needed to make.” “I stop
and look around at new things.” “I’m much kinder to myself.” “I take
nothing for granted.” “I don’t waste time.”

So many people who have been diagnosed with breast cancer have
said to me: “I want to find meaning and fulfillment in each day. I want to
build memories.” Workaholics take time off. Trivial matters are seen for
what they are. “I used to get all worked up in traffic; now I’m happy just
sitting there.” Laughter and merriment are prized; hugging takes on
major importance.
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Many of you say you no longer put off what you really want to do.
“I’m doing things I’d talked about doing for years: I’m going to gradu-
ate school, for starters,” Vivian told me with pride. Just don’t take on too
much: “I’ve been trying so hard to do all the things I enjoy. It’s too
stressful—it’s wearing me out!” Jenny said with irritation. Knowing your
priorities will help you save your energy for the things that matter to
you most.

Managing Expectations

For self-preservation and self-defense, you have to control and protect
yourself from unreasonable expectations. Don’t let your family’s expec-
tations for you get out of hand. Keep a reality check on work expecta-
tions. Even more important, don’t expect too much of yourself. Stop
comparing yourself to others and judging your performance.

You may know someone who sailed through treatment, went back to
work full-time the week after surgery, and seemed to take complete care
of her family, job, house, and community obligations. Unlikely—but so
what! If that’s not you (or most women I know), it’s not relevant. Stop
measuring yourself against people who may be driving themselves into
the ground. Keep your head, and make your family see you as you are
and treat you as you need to be treated. Push back on expectations: say-
ing no to a new request or demand often means saying yes to your recov-
ery and renewal. Throughout this book, we’ll be giving you solutions for
managing expectations and setting reasonable limits.

Fortifying Your New Support Network

There is no reason to go through breast cancer treatment and recov-
ery alone. That kind of isolation without support can itself be life-
 threatening. Your psychological needs deserve as much attention as
your physical needs. You worked extremely hard to get the best treat-
ment possible to protect your body against breast cancer; now it’s time
to take the best care of your emotional needs and the whole you.

Other people who have experienced breast cancer can provide
you with indispensable information and support. You don’t need to
start from the beginning and explain everything all over again—they
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understand. Florrie explained: “I decided to go someplace where others
knew it wasn’t over, where I could tell this complete stranger about my
history and feelings, knowing what we share.” This shared experience
has been the foundation of many beautiful friendships.

For more on building your support network–whether online, by
phone, in a group, or though a therapist–see Chapter 2.

Get Answers to Your Questions

You need to acknowledge your fears, rid yourself of uncertainty, and set
straight your misconceptions. Start by writing them down, putting your
biggest concerns at the top of the list. Assign a go-to person or expert
next to each entry. For example, here is just one of many steps you can
take to get answers to the following sample questions:

• Does my diagnosis increase my daughter’s risk?
~Talk to your family doctor and make an appointment with a

genetics counselor to review your full family history and see if
genetic testing would be useful.

• How do I talk to my daughter about breast health?
~Check out my book Taking Care of Your “Girls”: A Breast Health

Guide for Girls, Teens, and In-Betweens to learn how to get this
delicate conversation going and to become knowledgeable
about the kind of information she might ask about.

• What’s my risk of recurrence?
~Talk to your oncologist and find out your chances of staying

cancer-free and your risk of recurrence. Also ask what
additional steps you can take to maximize your chances of
doing well.

• What about that new treatment I heard about on the news—would
I benefit from it?
~Breastcancer.org presents research news every day along with a

Take-Home Message, making it easy to discuss this with your
doctor.

Once you’ve written out your concerns and ideas for addressing
them, follow through to get the information you need. Answering your
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questions and replacing myths with facts is very therapeutic and will
expedite your recovery.

Taking Care of  Yourself

Stop and give yourself credit for the hard, hard work you’ve done to
fight for your life.

Now you have to take the time to heal. Push back. Indulge yourself.
Give yourself a reward. Treat yourself better. Go on a vacation. “Each
year on my anniversary I am in a beautiful place, celebrating life,” Jo
told me. “If you feel like crying, do it. If you need help, get it. Give your-
self time—the biggest gift—for recovery. Don’t let anyone make you feel
guilty, and don’t take on things you’re not ready for. It isn’t as easy as
one might think to put yourself first. Grab what you want and need.
I was too brave, always protecting others. Now it’s my time.”

No normal human being has the time or emotional wherewithal to
process the whole breast cancer experience until the major impact of
treatment is over. This is one more reason why the end of treatment is
such an unexpectedly hard time. “My stress and anxiety became more
apparent to me after I finished therapy than when I was going through
it,” Donna reflected. “I was given this really big test—and I passed. I can
wake up and not think first thing about cancer. I can go to work and feel
good all day. There is life after cancer! I am who I am; I am not defined
by that disease. Breast cancer is behind me.”

G Moving Forward

I t’s important to put the recent past in perspective as you focus on a
healthy future. “I didn’t choose this disease and I wasn’t going to let

it control me. I had a good life before, and this bad thing wasn’t going
to change my life for me. I was going to make life good again,” Gena
said. “You don’t want to disappoint yourself; you don’t want to let your-
self down. So you make yourself come through. That was thirty years
ago—and it has been good!”

You did everything you could do to become cancer-free using the
best treatments available to you at the time. Moving forward, you will
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continue to do whatever you can to be healthy. Of course no one is
 perfect—we can’t kick bad habits instantly and completely. But we can
set goals and start somewhere.

Form your own conclusions about what your life beyond breast can-
cer should be, because no one else can supply the answers you need.
Many of you want to think of and plan for your future but are afraid
to presume that you have a future. Don’t let fear stop you. You do have
a future, and you’re not daring fate if you think about it and plan what
you want to do for yourself, your family, your children, work, vacations,
or retirement. You’re no different from anyone else on this score,
although you may bring a sharper appreciation for the idea of “future.”
And it’s reasonable to hope that your future will mean years and years of
a good life.

Remember: your future is built one step at a time. Step one is find-
ing and creating your new normal. How long it takes to get there and
what it’s going to look like when you get there will reveal itself along the
way. Progress isn’t always steady, with one day better than the day past.
You can take three steps forward, one step back, no step the next day,
and then a side step before you make more forward progress again.
There is no fixed number for how long it takes to get back to normal.
My rule of thumb is that it takes at least as long as the time from diagno-
sis through the end of treatment.

As long as your overall path is forward, take comfort. Your patience
and persistence will pay off. Build momentum whenever you can. Along
the way you’ll be rewarded as you see glimpses of your old self and piece
together a new vision for yourself and your future.
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G C H A P T E R  T W O

Support: Building a Network

I found a woman from Johannesburg, South Africa, who is going

through the same chemo regimen I went through and we connect two

to three times a week on the Breastcancer.org discussion boards. I’m a

big help to her and she gives me a lot of positive feedback.

The Breastcancer.org forums have intelligent and savvy women who

are really well informed about breast cancer issues. No matter what

their educational background, they know what they’re talking about

when it comes to breast cancer, like how to read a path report and that

sort of thing. They can really answer any question that is bothering me.

I needed to go someplace where others knew it wasn’t over. It was like

going through an invisible wall, with cancer people on one side and

everyone else on the other. I didn’t need to explain—they understood.

That was my support group. They helped me learn to trust my

instincts, to take care of myself—nobody else can or will. That’s what

a support group does.

Getting someone at the other end of the phone was a godsend when

I was lower than low, scared by my own shadow, and desperate for a

glimmer of hope. That hotline volunteer performed a lifesaving 911

rescue mission for me.

Of all the resources I had, access to my chat room was the best. I could

sound off without worrying about consequences, and the practical

advice we shared was amazing.
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G First Things First

M any women believe that the stress in their lives may have caused
their breast cancer. While no clear link has been found between

stress and cancer risk, stress undeniably pollutes your quality of life. And
dealing with breast cancer will definitely increase your stress. The good
news is that stress is one of the things you can do something about. Sup-
port is the big stress reliever.

No matter what the source, support is your safety harness on the
breast cancer roller coaster. Don’t think you can manage this ride alone;
don’t even give it a try. It’s too dangerous. Stubborn bravery earns you
no points. This is not a game; this is no time to play the hero. This is
your life. Now is the time to reach out for sustenance, to ask for and
accept offers of support.

A lifeline of support can come from others like yourself, talking
about what’s on your mind, what you don’t understand, what wor-
ries you, what scares you. Expressing all this out loud, in person, by
phone or online, to someone else, can be very therapeutic. You need
to hear that you are not alone, that other people in the same or simi-
lar situation have similar feelings. You also want to take the oppor -
tunity to profit from each other’s personal wisdom, expertise, and
example.

“My doctor said to me, ‘You know, I happen to have here a patient
that had the same kind of cancer you have, and hers was actually
worse. And she talks about this, so I’m free to talk about it. It was
spread throughout her body, and that was fifteen years ago and it’s
been gone since. The drugs these days are very powerful and helpful,
and I know she would like to meet you.’ I said, ‘Wow, then this is not a
death sentence!’ And she said, ‘Oh no, you’re going to be fine.’ See-
ing someone who had been through it all, so happy and healthy, and
so many years out, was a defining moment of hope. And that’s what I
want to do, talking to patients, imparting hope that way.”

This chapter will focus on infusions of much-needed support.
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G Challenges

You may insist on doing everything on your own, and forcefully
assert your independence and competency—in an attempt to take

back control of your life after feeling so inadequate and disempowered
by the whole breast cancer experience.

Running on Empty

Are you finding leaks in your “energy tank” unrelated to the immediate
demands of breast cancer treatment and recovery? Think about all the
energy it takes to reveal your diagnosis to others, explain your situation,
justify (and sometimes defend) your choices, reassure them that you’ll be
okay, and then have to support them as they deal with their own emo -
tional reaction. If it were just your children and people in your close
support network, fine—but if it also includes co-workers, neighbors,
acquaintances, and so on, you may find yourself entirely depleted. Or
you might find yourself up against people in denial, pretending
everything is okay. They can’t get the word cancer out of their mouths; to
them it’s “the Big C,” too hard to even think about or imagine. A deep
and wide feeling of isolation can envelop you.

The drain on your precious time is also exhausting. Think of all
those “time robbers” who talk way too much, dragging out a simple con-
versation, refusing to get off the phone, calling at the wrong time, fail-
ing to recognize the hints and clues that you really, really gotta go. Are
you also stuck with people who insist on talking about your health issues
during what was supposed to be a relaxing get-together? They are all too
much! You find yourself heading the other way, or lying, even hiding, to
keep away from them. But as you avoid more people, your isolation
deepens; what you really need is more support.

Buried Feelings

Even if you have people within your family or support network to talk
to, it may be hard to tell them what scares you. “My family needs my
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 support! I just can’t burden them.” You may be anxious to protect
your family from your own worst fears, to avoid adding to their stress.
It’s almost as if you have an unspoken agreement to hide your true
 feelings.

Sadness and fear may have been buried, repressed, denied. “I was
afraid that my sadness—especially if I talked about it—would make my
cancer come back.” It takes considerable emotional energy to keep all
that trouble buried—energy better spent someplace else in your life.
Stress that isn’t released in some way or other can be destructive.

Loss of  Confidence

Your energy and ability to connect with other people—including close
family and friends—may be severely limited by your feeling fatigued,
 disconnected, depressed, and anxious, making you too self-conscious,
embarrassed, or exhausted to reach out, answer the phone, or write back
with an update or even a quick thank-you. The way you think you look
might also stop you from connecting to others: nothing seems to fit and
you imagine you look awful, your hair is a mess or your wig is out of place.

It’s unlikely that people perceive you as you see yourself. But even if
all your self-doubts are true, it’s still not sufficient reason to hide. Avoid-
ing social interaction, refusing assistance, or not reaching out for help
just when you need it most is a big mistake. You need the support
that much more—and you’re less likely to ask for it. A vicious cycle.
More isolation.

Rejecting Support

Unfortunately, only a small percentage of cancer survivors take advantage
of support networks. Reaching out for help can be as great a challenge for
some people as coping with the concept of cancer, particularly if there are
issues to deal with that go beyond the issue of breast cancer. Many are
used to being caregivers, not takers. Joining a support group calls for an
overhaul of their whole value system and “method of operation.”

Some people believe they must work out their problems on their
own. It may be a function of denial; they push their anguish out of their
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mind. “I got it. I had it cut out. I don’t want to talk about it again.” And
they don’t, thinking, “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” But many of these
same women remain terrified inside, and breaking through this protec-
tive barrier—which can be eating away at their lives—may require
 professional help.

G Solutions

The power and appeal of a support resource or network is that the
stress and isolation that have become such a burden to you can

be alleviated. Connecting with other people who’ve faced the same or
similar challenges can be your greatest source of support—they know
what breast cancer is all about, they’re familiar with the breast cancer
lingo, they feel comfortable talking about the issues, and they know
how to get back the energy no one can spare. Just finally acknowledging
your fear and telling it to somebody else can diminish that fear and
make you feel better. “You can explore ideas that surprise you, stimulate
you, and move you to understand yourself as you may never have
before.”

Stop the Leaks

You need people in your life who can support you right now—not peo-
ple who need you to support them. Pity-partiers and time robbers only
drain your precious energy when you need it most. It’s much better to
minimize your exposure to time robbers or avoid them entirely, at least
for now. Staying away from some people is easier than others. It’s partic-
ularly difficult if the worst offenders are the people closest to you, like
your mother, sister, or mother-in-law—the same people you may also be
most dependent on in your everyday life.

Here are some steps you can take to manage personal encounters:

• Only accept obligatory invitations.
• Prearrange to leave social and family events early.
• Don’t engage in, escalate, or intensify a difficult conversation,

especially if it’s one-on-one.
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Just because someone says something to you doesn’t mean you have
to respond to it. Let any thoughtless comment roll out of that stupid
mouth and onto the floor and into an imaginary garbage can.

For other types of communication, here are some suggestions:

• Choose mostly forms of communication that you can answer
whenever you want: email, voice mail, Facebook, online
discussion, or bulletin boards.

• Let emails and voice messages rest for at least a full day before
responding (your instant answers will invite too many more of
these unwanted emails, guaranteed).

• A note on nice stationery or note card via snail mail—in
response to a phone call, email, or letter—works beautifully.

• Keep your responses polite, nice, simple, and short.
• Do not provide extra information and other hooks that will

give anyone a reason to delve in deeper or trigger a whole new
unwanted conversation.

• Politely set expectations and limits (only happy stories).
• Learn nice but firm ways to say “no, thanks” (e.g.,

“Thanks so much—but sorry, that doesn’t work for
me right now”).

• Avoid promises or new commitments.

Later on, you can reevaluate your approach—but only after you’ve
made your way through the jungle of treatment and recovery.

Build Alliances

Shaping people’s perception of you is always a challenge—particularly
during and after breast cancer, when you might feel like you’re being
watched or judged. You can influence how you are perceived. You may
need to do a little caucusing with the people of influence in your life.
Establish alliances with people who are in the know and are pleased to
follow your wishes and ground rules; let a few of them know what’s on
your mind, what you plan to do, and how you want people to respond to
you. Then ask for their help in getting the rest of the people in your life
to follow along.
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Tap into Support Networks

A support network will help you restore the confidence that the diagnosis
of cancer may have shattered, reclaim the control of your life that cancer
has stolen from you, and draw you into a community of understanding
people with whom you can quickly and fully connect. Together you can
share good and bad news, exchange practical advice, make each other
laugh, and work on your recovery and renewal. If you’re an information
junkie, searching out everything and anything about fighting cancer and
staying healthy, support networks can be a great educational resource.
(But you must still vet all information for yourself.)

Support comes in many different forms: support groups, online
forums (including chat rooms, discussion boards, and bulletin boards),
and telephone hotlines. You can pick more than one from the menu of
options, and later change your lineup and mix of resources as new
needs and preferences emerge. It’s easy to be flexible with your choice
of options, as support networks and groups are free to you—a com-
pelling factor after the cumulative expense of this illness.

Online Support

Online forums can do much of what face-to-face support networks
did for people in the past. With the widespread availability of the Inter-
net, people dealing with a burning question or serious health challenge
have learned to make the support come to them, rather than have to
travel out to get support.

The ability to communicate across vast distances—at any time of the
day or night, according to your evolving needs and convenience—and
to find comfort and support as well as knowledge, clarity, and confi-
dence when you need them is a unique advantage of the Internet. It’s
hands down the fastest and easiest way to connect with other women
who share your concerns. In the beginning you have your own screen
name, which becomes your “official” online identity. But then over
time, community members may choose to get to know each other fur-
ther, share real names and contact information, and sometimes meet
offline. Friendships—perhaps as groups or clubs—may develop.

Many online communities have a moderator, who oversees, guides,
nurtures, and manages the various questions, activities, and dynamics. The
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moderator (there can be more than one) helps facilitate positive interac-
tions between the people utilizing the forums; at times she may intervene,
resolve disputes, and establish calm if things heat up or boil over.

Once you sign up within a particular website’s online community,
you can participate at different times and in many different ways:

• Right away
You can connect at the same time with other people (live, “real-
time,” or synchronous communication) primarily in a chat room.
You have a conversation by typing online, similar to what you
would have with voices by phone conference call.

• Now or later
You can connect to other people at the same or different times
(asynchronous communication) through discussion boards, blogs,
journaling, photo exchange, and bulletin boards. In each of these
forums, you post your comment and others respond to it at their
convenience. Sometimes you might jump into an ongoing con -
versation by posting a comment, and get included in a lively dis -
cussion. Or you can visit the forums, read the posts, and observe
the dynamics without any direct participation.

You have countless online options for support at your fingertips.
Breastcancer.org has the largest and most active online community of
chat rooms and discussion boards on nearly every subject relating to
breast cancer, operating twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, and
is thus a great place to find and connect with someone who matches your
unique situation—whether in your local community or at a distance. It’s
a safe and nurturing place to get practical information and real support.

You have to poke around and find the forum and format that serves
you best. While the huge menu can be overwhelming, flipping around
from your home computer is certainly a lot easier than checking out a
long list of face-to-face support meetings. Plus, you’re never stuck in any
online forum; you can drop in and out of the forums whenever you want.

These are some of the most popular online options for support:

DISCUSSION BOARDS. Discussion boards contain conversations started
by the online community, conversations that get recorded and accessed
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whenever a particular member gets online. Advice is shared and prob-
lems are worked out together. “These people understand me, more than
in the real world!” one Breastcancer.org participant commented.

Breastcancer.org’s more than seventy discussion boards contain
about two hundred thousand different conversations. Here are a few
examples of topics they cover: Just Diagnosed, Waiting for Test Results,
Help Me Get Through Treatment, Fitness and Getting Back into Shape,
Humor and Games. Visitors are welcome to join any of them. Take your
time looking for discussions most aligned with your interests and style of
communication.

CHAT ROOMS. In chat rooms, everyone talks by typing in real time.
There can be a few or many people in the chat room, who jump in and
out of the conversation. The depth of conversations tends to be light,
because the conversation flows so fast and topics shift very quickly. There
is more opportunity for slower and deeper discussion when only a few
people are in the chat rooms during off hours.

YOUR PERSONAL NETWORK. You can also utilize an online commu-
nity to organize your own network of family and friends—particularly
useful when you need help with day-to-day tasks such as: providing a
ride home from a test or doctor appointment, cooking a meal for your
family, or watching the kids when you’re in a pinch. In a typical sce-
nario, one of your close friends or family members would facilitate
scheduling of to-do list items. A system that spells out actionable to-do
items takes the burden off you to ask people for needed help and
instead allows people in your network to select tasks that best fit their
schedules and talents. Breastcancer.org and Caringbridge.org offer this
service.

PERSONAL BLOGS AND JOURNALING. A blog is like an online open
diary where you can explain your diagnosis and treatments and share any-
thing else you’d like with family and friends. Keeping a blog can help
relieve the burden of explaining things over and over. It can also provide
an easy way to share the facts of breast cancer with loved ones, as the basis
for what you’ve done, what you’re doing, and what you’re planning to do.
You can save a ton of time and energy by communicating this way.
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Another big bonus to writing a blog or keeping a journal is the satis-
faction, self-awareness, and emotional relief that can come from writing
down your thoughts and expressing your feelings. A word of caution,
though: when you’re experiencing a rapid flow of intense new feelings,
it can be very difficult and emotional. Go slow to avoid feeling over-
whelmed. You may also want to journal more privately. (Some of the
women I take care of have an offline journaling group that’s facilitated
by a writer and guided by a psychologist.)

ONLINE PHOTO ALBUM OR SCRAPBOOK. Sharing photographs,
milestones, and memorabilia is a great way to show support and be sup-
ported. You may want to put up photographs or other images to high-
light a reunion, vacation, or another special occasion to go along with
your online posts. For example, Breastcancer.org community members
often organize offline get-togethers and then share photos after the
event.

Offline Support Groups

A face-to-face support group is a natural way to get support if you
like to talk and listen, to share your feelings, process your thoughts, tell
your stories, and help solve some of your and other people’s problems.
“People who care about you won’t let you off the hook. They urge
courage and honesty—but they do it with great kindness and affection.
It can be magic, what goes on in a group.” They really want you to think
about yourself and devote more attention to what’s happening in your
life. “It’s time you came first.” The social network of a breast cancer sup-
port group can help you overcome some of your fear of cancer, reestab-
lish control over your life, and connect you to an understanding
community of individuals.

Support groups may be organized by your personal situation: breast
cancer stage (newly diagnosed, dealing with recurrence or advanced
disease), treatment status (under or over treatment), or hospital affilia-
tion. Some groups may be based on a theme, emphasizing a personal
interest or concern, such as “How to Eat Organic” or “How to Talk to
Your Children.” It can be topical, pragmatic, or spiritual, focused, or
wide-ranging. Or group members may have nothing else in common
with each other besides this one thing, cancer.
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Besides word of mouth, the most likely way to find a support group
is through your treatment center or a local nonprofit organization such
as the Wellness Community, Gilda’s Club, or SHARE. Some women
organize support groups on their own if there are no existing local
options available.

Group meetings are usually scheduled once a week or once or twice
a month for a one- or two-hour session, usually on a weekday evening.
Sometimes groups allow an open-door policy, allowing you to attend
only the meetings that interest you or fit your schedule, but some
groups require that you attend most of the sessions in a series. There is
no perfect-sized group, although many people have strong opinions
about what works best. Basically, you want to have enough people to
keep the conversation fresh, interesting, varied, and energetic without
sacrificing a sense of trust and familiarity.

Participation in a support group can be a powerful experience, and
only a trained facilitator can contain that power and deflect and chan-
nel it for the benefit of all present. The facilitator is usually a therapist
or social worker who helps:

• Guide the progress of the group
• Keep the focus on the goals, spirit, and purpose of the group
• Make sure that everyone has a chance to participate and no one

is allowed to take over or be put on the spot

The facilitator should be attentive, aware, authentic, knowledgeable,
caring, practical—and able to create a therapeutic, tolerant, nonjudg-
mental, broad-minded environment so people can open up and share—
and trust that their feelings, thoughts, and privacy will be respected.
Occasionally, the facilitator must step in to handle challenging situations.
When buried feelings finally start to come out, they may be disturbing to
the person expressing them, as well as to the other people listening. Indi-
vidual counseling may be recommended for people who are struggling or
troubled. If conflicts emerge, the facilitator may need to enforce commu-
nity rules to keep the group dynamics rolling smoothly and maintain pos-
itive interchange between group members.

Still, support groups don’t work for everyone. “I couldn’t sit there
and listen to all those painful stories. I had enough to do just taking care
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of myself; I couldn’t deal with other women’s complaints, as justified as
they might be. I felt I was doing better than they were, and they were
dragging me down.”

Individual Counseling

Millions of people with and without breast cancer benefit from one-
on-one support with a mental health professional, which might include
medication. The therapist could be a psychologist, psychiatrist, social
worker, member of the clergy, or other empathetic individual. For your
physical battle against breast cancer, you had a radiologist (to read the
mammogram and other tests), a pathologist (to analyze the breast and
cancer tissue), a surgeon, a radiation oncologist, and a medi cal oncolo-
gist. But most likely you’ve had no professional help for your emotional
concerns. It’s probably time you got it. If you decide that individual
counseling would be helpful to you, ask your doctor or other members
of a current support group or online community for recommendations.

Self-Help Groups and Other Options

You might seek support from a nontraditional peer-led support
group network, like a coffee klatch, a book club, or a self-help group.
These often have more participants than a typical support group, plus
an easy come-and-go arrangement. “It’s another level of friendship. We
deal with loneliness, isolation, fear—many of the issues I explored in
the hospital-sponsored support group I was part of for a year. While it
provides emotional support, nobody ‘spills her guts’ here. We tend to
keep a little distance. We bring in speakers and focus more on educa-
tion than unloading.”

Help for Partners and Families

There are also support groups for partners or spouses who are deal-
ing with the stress of their loved one’s breast cancer situation. Some cen-
ters offer support groups specifically for children. Partners often are in
real need of ventilating the concerns and tension that they are unable
or reluctant to express at home to the person who is actually suffering
from breast cancer. Hospitals or wellness centers are generally the
organizers of these groups, having a large pool to draw upon. Lesbian
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partners may have a harder time adjusting to this type of support group,
because most participants are men, even though many of the issues are
shared. Specialized chat rooms and discussion boards are also available
for partners of people dealing with breast cancer.

Selecting the Best Source of Support for You

Experts say that a take-charge person tends to recover faster and
do better in the long run than
someone who feels like a victim,
stuck in disaster and unable to
take constructive action. A support
group is one important way to
take action and propel yourself
forward—with others, not alone.
But not everybody should join a
support group; not everybody is
ready for a support group; not
everybody needs a support group.
There are people who get all the
support they need from their exist-
ing networks of family and friends
and online forums. And there are others who might benefit much more
from one-on-one therapy.

Time-Sensitive Needs

Timing is important, too, in terms of what kind of support you want
and need and when you’re ready for it. For example, it might be too
soon to join a support group when you’ve just been hit with a diagnosis.
Instead, you may first jump online to connect with others in the same
boat—perhaps in Breastcancer.org’s “Understanding Your Pathology
Report” or the “Help, Just Diagnosed” discussion boards; or the Young
Survivors Coalition’s discussion boards for young women with young
children. Or you might call Living Beyond Breast Cancer’s help line
(888-753-5222) or the Breast Cancer Network of Strength’s hotline
(800-221-2141). But some time later—three to six months, a year, or
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SUPPORT GROUPS ARE NOT FOR
EVERYONE

A support group may not be for you

if you:

• Tend to be impatient

• Prefer to talk much more than

listen

• Dislike group process

• Are uncomfortable dealing

publicly with difficult subject

matter (like talk of recurrence)
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maybe more—you may find yourself ready to look for personal
 exploration and renewal in the form of a support group. “It was a year
till I had the energy for a support group,” Mary explained.

Group Disconnect

Mismatches can stress rather than support you. Sylvia went to one
support meeting. “Breast cancer amplifies everything. There were too
many of other people’s issues and feelings I wasn’t prepared to deal
with.” Nancy left her support session in tears: “Everyone there had
someone at home for them. I had no one—no husband, no lover, and
my mother had just passed away. There should be a group for someone
who has nobody.” If you find yourself in what seems to be an inappropri-
ate group, you’ll have to decide if it’s worth it to you to continue. For
example, if you have noninvasive breast cancer (which doesn’t spread to
lymph nodes or other parts of the body) and you share a group with
women undergoing tons of chemotherapy for dealing with advanced
breast cancer, you may leave the group’s session worried and convinced
that you need to hurry up and get your own chemo. The reverse is also
true: if you’re dealing with metastatic breast cancer, it’s hard to
empathize with women who’ve been diagnosed with early-stage disease.
It’s almost always worth the extra energy to leave and find a more suit-
able group if you’re in such a mismatched situation. If you find yourself
in a support group or network that’s unsuited to your needs, try switch-
ing before giving up altogether. You do have other options.

Your doctor, nurse, or hospital may be able to come up with sugges-
tions and ideas for establishing a support group or help network. Your
support group facilitator can also help place you in the most suitable
group for your needs. And don’t overlook your church, synagogue, or
mosque as a source of support: your spiritual leader may be willing to
organize a support group to meet your needs, as well as offer you imme-
diate individual support and comfort.

G Moving Forward

Life is a series of millions of moments. If the moment you’re in
now is stealing your moxie, rocking your confidence, draining
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your energy, or pulling you down, remember that the moment will
pass. You can ready yourself for your next moment, feel your
strength—even if it’s just little by little. Now is the time for you to
make your support a top priority. Doing so will facilitate your recovery.
Channel your energy into the thoughts and actions that will lift you up
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GROUP BURNOUT

Challenges

Support groups can experience burnout—particularly if they have been in

existence for a long time. Reasons for burnout include:

• Flagging energy

• Loss of interest

• Distress due to deaths in the group

• Departure of an admired facilitator

• Rehashing the same issues as new people join the group

• Irritating group members

• Angry group members

• Poor organization (e.g., sessions canceled without notice)

Solutions

The facilitator can:

• Reassess the group’s purpose and goals

• Talk with other members to see if their needs are being met

• Reconfigure the group

~ A new group may emerge with another focus.

~ The same group may be revitalized.

~ Individual members may shape up or ship out.

• Make a commitment to start and end the sessions on time; keep an

up-to-date schedule online

• Help you find another source of support

Help is out there, and no one should be shy about looking for a caring

connection, in person or online. You owe it to yourself to find support that

works for you.
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and propel you forward. Don’t overthink it; just try one type of sup-
port network or connection at a time, then later you can add another
one or two into the mix. But you may have to open your mind to new
possibilities outside your current comfort zone. Jump in and give it a
chance over a few weeks before making any judgments or final deci-
sions. The return on your investment will come: the precious support,
comfort, new knowledge, and confidence you need to fortify and
rebuild your future.
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